MOULD REMEDIATION
Mould is the result of a preexisting condition. Although mould is everywhere and all
around us both inside and outside, the potentially harmful mould found in homes,
apartment buildings, condominiums and industrial properties needs moisture, a
source of food (drywall, wood, carpet, dust, dander, etc.) and warmth in order to grow.
Identifying the Preexisting Condition
Our mould remediation services in Toronto focus not only on the removal of existing
mould inside your property, but also on the accurate identification of the underlying
source of the problem. It could be ground seepage water, a leaky pipe or
condensation but most importantly, once the origin of its growth is determined, we
can treat mould from the root cause to ensure that it doesn’t persist long after we’re
gone.
Removing Foul Odours
Many people think it’s the mould itself that gives off that awful, musty smell but in fact
it is the gases produced by the mould called Microbial Volatile Organic Compounds
(MVOCs). Sometimes the mould may not even be visible, but MVOCs are a clear
indication of the fact that a problem exists somewhere. Floods4Less uses state of the
art tools, advanced technologies and commercial grade chemicals to find the source
and abate mould growth for good.
Detailed Assessments and Documentation
When you hire Floods4Less, you benefit from an expert, honest and thorough mould
remediation service in Toronto. Room by room, we assess the situation and provide
detailed reports and estimates backed by specific measurements, air quality
measurements and photos.
The Importance of Containment
At Floods4Less, we focus on mould containment. Before complete abatement and
remediation can occur, containment of the affected areas is essential. This ensures
that airborne spores do not travel into other areas of your home, resulting in further
contamination and a larger problem to address.

Our Toronto mould remediation services are efficient and effective. Working hard to
resolve the issue as quickly as possible, Floods4Less is thorough and focused in its
approach.
Do you suspect a mould problem inside your property? Contact us today.

